CAR RUNNING MARK(s):

COVER MATERIAL (CIRCLE ONE): FIBERGLASS OR ALUMINUM

COVER END STYLE (CIRCLE ONE): ROUND ENDS / SQUARE ENDS / ONE ROUND, ONE SQUARE

A = INSIDE TROUGH TO CENTERLINE OF PIN: ................................................... ________

B = TOP OF TROUGH TO CENTERLINE OF PIN: ................. ________ ABOVE or BELOW

C = PIN DIAMETER (CIRCLE ONE): ................................. 3/8” 1/2” 5/8” 7/8”

D = INSIDE OF TROUGH TO INSIDE FACE OF LOCK (IRE ONLY): ............................... ________

E = TOP OF TROUGH TO TOP OF LOCK TAB: ................. ________ ABOVE or BELOW

F = STYLE OF LOCK TAB (CIRCLE ONE):

G = INSIDE TROUGH WIDTH: .......................................................... 20” 24” 30”

H = OVERALL COVER LENGTH: ............................................................... ________

I = END OF COVER TO CENTERLINE OF FIRST HINGE: ....................................... ________

J = CENTERLINE OF FIRST HINGE TO CENTERLINE OF LAST HINGE: .................... ________

K = CENTERLINE OF MIDDLE HINGE TO CENTERLINE OF LAST HINGE: ............ ________

INTERMEDIATE COVER

FIRST HINGE MIDDLE HINGE LAST HINGE

K (IF APPLICABLE)

I

J

Lock Side

LEFT END COVER STAND ON HINGE SIDE FACING CLOSED COVER

Hinge Side

RIGHT END COVER
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